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Buying? Selling? Renovating?
Consider this about your grout & tile!
Buying a new home? Selling your old? Renovating your house or
office building? If so, you need to think about your floor. Every
room has its own set of needs, and flooring is a common factor
in all.
Tile flooring is very popular today. However, while it’s beautiful
when first installed, over time, the floor’s grout becomes a little
nasty. Cleaning attempts become tiresome. Tile and stone
owners concede defeat: they’d rather rip up the floor than try
another cleaning product.
“It’s usually not the tile that gives a homeowner grief, it’s the
grout!” says Sue Ostrowski of Enviro Clean Grout & Stone Care
Inc. (Enviro Clean). “We often hear our customers say that their
ceramic or stone floors are still beautiful, but the grout in some
areas conquers them.”
Enviro Clean understands this flooring complication. Before you
rip up that floor, however, call us for a free consultation. Save time
and money for other projects, and have your floor transformed
within days. It just makes sense to re-new rather than rip out.

Enviro Clean specializes in stone. We use a wet, non-chemical
method of grinding to remove lippage, scratches and etch
marks. Depending on the floor, the final step may include a
seal or polish. We do not use products that can damage a floor
like waxes or crystallization. Our floor grinding and polishing
techniques are the same procedures used by other stone
professionals for centuries—with outstanding results.
As part of their exceptional customer service, Enviro Clean also
educates their clients on how to maintain their floors. Really,
they give the homeowner a chance to fall in love with their floors
again.
Call Enviro Clean Grout and Stone Care Inc. at (780) 417-9080
for a free in-home consultation. Whether it’s maintenance or
restoration, Enviro Clean can rejuvenate your floor and bring it
back to its previous beauty.
Enviro Clean uses environmentally friendly products or cleaning
processes where possible.

New home owners aren’t immune to this problem either.
Ostrowski says people often tell her that the tile installer told
them a sealer was not necessary, or that they personally don’t
think the grout was sealed. “Basically, they didn’t know they had
to!” Without a proper sealant and aftercare, dirt and liquids will
penetrate the grout, stains set in, and the floor quickly loses it’s
new, clean and luxurious appearance.
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If you’re not sure if your new floors are sealed, consider calling
Enviro Clean to learn about their colour sealers. This product
is a revolutionary. It’s known by contractors worldwide as the
premium solution for transforming the look of old and dirty grout
back to new again. Its advanced water-based formula quickly
bonds to grout lines to create an even and uniform colour and
appearance while locking out future stains.
Benefits of Enviro Clean’s colour sealers:
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• Rejuvenate your grout from nasty to new
• Change your grout colour from an incorrect colour to a colour                
that works with the tile or room theme
• Create a uniform appearance, by removing the highs and lows
of a newly installed floor and protect new grout from discoloration,
keep it new looking and reduce over all maintenance
“You’ll definitely have less of a headache later if you seal it now,”
explains Ostrowski. “We can come in and seal new grout, and
save you half the cleaning and sealing bill later.”
Marble, travertine and limestone are a beautiful investment
and require special maintenance. Over time, floor tiles become
flawed with scratches, etch marks, or the polish fades. Just like
carpet and hardwood floors, a professional needs to be called to
rejuvenate the floor.
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Call Enviro Clean Grout and Stone Care Inc. at
(780) 417-9080 for a free in-home consultation.

